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Carbon- 1 3 magnetic resonance imaging/spectroscopy (CMRI/S) was performed us- 
ing polarization transfer techniques where sensitivity of the carbon signal was enhanced 
by transfemng the proton spin order to the carbon nuclei. The experimental feasibility 
of using polarization transfer techniques at 2.0 T was demonstrated with a phantom and 
an intact chicken egg. The potential clinical applications of CMRI/S with polarization 
transfer include the assessment of prostate cancer. Preliminary results using human pros- 
tate specimens are presented. 0 1990 Academic press, Inc. 
INTRODUCTION 
The NMR signal of I3C is weak because of its low natural abundance ( 1.1%) and 
its low gyromagnetic ratio ( yc = yH/4).  The large number of carbon atoms in biolog- 
ical moieties partly makes up for this insufficiency. The other difficulties commonly 
encountered with 13C NMR are the long TI, the large chemical-shift dispersion, and 
the strong interactions (both dipolar interaction in solids and spin-spin couplings in 
liquids) with hydrogen nuclei with which the 13C atom is covalently bonded. Al- 
though each of these factors has an adverse effect on the carbon signal, one can ma- 
nipulate the interactions between protons and carbons in a constructive way. 
Enhancing the 13C signal by transferring the spin order from a high-y spin species 
(e.g., protons) to a nucleus with a low y (e.g., carbons), coupled via heteronuclear 
dipole-dipole or spin-spin interactions, is a case in point. This cross-polarization is 
brought about through these otherwise undesirable interactions between the carbon 
and proton spins by establishing conditions which allow the proton spin order to be 
transferred to carbons. There are many methods of spin-order transfer ( 1 ) . For fluid- 
like substances such as metabolites, two of the most common families of pulse tech- 
nique for polarization transfer are known as INEPT (insensitive nuclei enhanced by 
polarization transfer) (2, 3) and DEPT (distortionless enhancement by polarization 
transfer) ( 4 ,  5 ) .  
In imaging applications, both chemical-shift and spatial information can be ob- 
tained by using a hybrid imaging/ spectroscopy pulse sequence and then reconstruct- 
ing the data with a multidimensional Fourier transform ( 6, 7). There are two serious 
problems in applying imaging techniques to I3C: the low sensitivity of the I3C nucleus 
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and the higher magnetic gradient field strengths required to achieve the same spatial 
resolution as for protons (a factor of 4 greater). These two problems tend to compen- 
sate each other, however, since due to low sensitivity one can only obtain coarsely 
resolved I3C images. Because of these problems, I3C imaging and/or localized spec- 
troscopy work has rarely been performed. Kormos et al. (8 ,  9) first demonstrated the 
feasibility of ”C imaging by obtaining proton-coupled 13C images at 4.7 T for phan- 
toms and tissues. Recently, Sillerud et al. (10) formed carbon images on phantoms 
using indirect detection through protons, also at 4.7 T. Our goal in this study was 
to incorporate the polarization transfer techniques with the chemical-shift imaging 
sequence; in this manner many of the formidable problems associated with low-y 
nuclei, such as I3C, become easier and perhaps eventually solvable. 
METHODS 
The common idea of the INEPT and the DEPT techniques is to take advantage of 
the fact that the weak carbon (S spin) polarization is linked to a strong proton (I 
spin) polarization by a heteronuclear scalar interaction, J I .  S. The JCH constant 
ranges from 120 to 180 Hz for compounds that are of interest to us. The pulse se- 
quences of either of these two methods can be easily adapted for hybrid imaging/ 
spectroscopy applications as shown in Fig. 1. The rf portion of the sequence in Fig. 
1A is identical to the refocused INEPT sequence of Burum and Ernst ( 3 ) .  The factor 
of enhancement theoretically obtainable using the INEPT sequence depends upon 
the time delays 71 and T~ and the number of hydrogen atoms to which the carbon 
atom is covalently bonded. A reasonable compromise to achieve nearly equal polar- 
ization enhancements for -CH-, -CH2-, and -CH3 carbons is to set T~ = (4JCH)-’ 
and 7 2  = 1 .%I.  The actual enhancement one obtains on the basis of equal acquisition 
time can be, in effect, higher because of the (otherwise adverse) fact that the TI of 
carbon is in general much longer than that of hydrogen. As a result, one can repeat 
the pulse sequence more often to accumulate the signal more rapidly than in the case 
of a conventional experiment. On the other hand, factors such as inhomogeneous rf 
fields or short transverse relaxation times (causing insufficient coherence transfer) 
can degrade the enhancement. While it is possible to exploit the functional depen- 
dence of signal amplitude on 7 2  to differentiate the -CH,-groups ( n  = 1, 2, 3)  it is 
more natural to employ DEPT for this purpose. 
The fundamental difference between INEPT and DEPT is that in the former case, 
the polarization transfer is carried through a J-order state which is a longitudinal two- 
spin order ( 1 ), while in the latter case, it is through a heteronuclear multiple quantum 
coherence. The pulse sequence of a typical DEPT sequence can be illustrated by the rf 
section of the DEPT imaging/spectroscopy sequence as shown in Fig. 1B. In physical 
terms, the importance of polarization transfer stems from the fact that many of the 
formidable problems associated with low-y nuclei can be lessened by manipulating 
the magnetization of the bonded high--y nuclei, an easier task. Sensitivity enhance- 
ment is but one such example to the solution of these problems. Other examples 
include spatial-resolution enhancement through phase encoding via protons 
(indirect “spin warp”) ( 11 ) and localization of carbon nuclei through indirect excita- 
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FIG. 1 .  Pulse sequences for "C imaging/spectroscopy by polarization transfer with (A) refocused INEPT 
and (B) DEPT. 
EXPERIMENTAL 
Experiments were performed using a General Electric 2.0-T CSI system ( 3  1-cm 
bore diameter) equipped with a second rf channel for double resonance. The rf coils 
used were a separately tuned coil arrangement with a home-built carbon coil (four- 
to five-turn winding, cylindrical shape, 6-cm diameter) inside a 7-cm saddle-shaped 
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proton coil. The orthogonality requirement of these two coils was not found to be 
crucial. The proton decoupling scheme employed was a phase-alternated broadband 
MLEV sequence (13) provided by the manufacturer. Magnet shimming was per- 
formed before each experiment using the proton signal of the sample studied. 
A three-tube phanton, an intact chicken egg, and five excised, intact human pros- 
tate specimens were used for this preliminary investigation. All samples had naturally 
abundant I3C isotopic composition. The three sample tubes in the phantom con- 
tained, respectively, ethylene glycol, lactic acid, and methanol. Two normal human 
prostate specimens were obtained from autopsies performed within 36 h of death. 
The three abnormal prostates were radical prostatectomy specimens obtained within 
minutes of surgical excision. All specimens were kept at ice temperature during trans- 
portation and all NMR scans started within an hour after specimen procurement. 
The hybrid 3D (2D spatial and 1 D spectral) data set on the three-tube phantom 
was obtained with the INEPT-like sequence shown in Fig. 1 A, while the similar data 
set on the unfertilized egg was obtained with the DEPT technique in Fig. 1B. The tip 
angle of the rf pulse, p, in the DEPT sequence was set equal to 45". For the prostate 
specimens, only total (unlocalized) spectra could be collected for the present study 
because of the limited time allocated for the study: all specimens had to be returned 
in 1-2 h for pathological analysis. 
RESULTS 
To demonstrate the sensitivity enhancement, proton-decoupled spectra of the lac- 
tic acid sample obtained using conventional 13C spectroscopy and the INEPT tech- 
nique of Fig. 1A are shown in Fig. 2. Both spectra in the figure were obtained with 
the same TR and the same number of accumulations. The sensitivity enhancement 
of the C2 carbon (a CH fragment) by the INEPT technique over the conventional 
technique is slightly less than 4. (One should bear in mind that the enhancement 
factor would be even higher, if we were to compare the results of conventionally 
acquired, proton-coupled spectra with those of proton-enhanced, proton-decoupled 
spectra, since proton-decoupling also can cause NOE enhancement in the conven- 
tional method.) The enhancement of the C3, methyl carbon signal is not as dramatic 
because of the particular choice of 7, and 7 2  (3). 
There is more than one way to display a three-dimensional hybrid image/sjxctrum 
data set. In Fig. 3, the spectra of individual voxels of the three-tube phantom data is 
shown. Since the rf pulses were applied without any plane selection, the two spatial 
dimensions represent an image plane upon which intensities of each carbon species 
are projected along the cylindrical axis of each vial. We shall refer to this as a 
projection image plane. Out of the total 256 ( 16 X 16) pixels in this plane, only about 
64 in the center of the field-of-view are shown. The voxel represents a sample volume 
of 0.94 X 0.94 X h cm3, where h is the sample height. In the 4.5-cm-long sample vial 
used in this phantom, the number of I3C nuclei per voxel in ethylene glycol can be 
calculated to be approximately 1.56 mmol/voxel. The area occupied by each sample 
tube is approximately 2 X 2 or 4 pixels. Because of the low spatial resolution, cross- 
pixel contamination of spectral components between the neighboring samples is un- 
avoidable. 
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FIG. 2. Demonstration of sensitivity enhancement by polarization transfer in lactic acid. I3C spectra of 
lactic acid acquired (A)  with a conventional one-pulse sequence and (B) with the refocused INEPT se- 
quence. Both spectra were acquired with carbon and proton B,  fields of 2.0 kHz, 20 transient averages, 
and MLEV proton decoupling. 
The results obtained by applying the DEPT imaging sequence of Fig. 1 B on intact 
chicken egg are displayed in a different manner in Fig. 4. The nonlocalized I3C-NMR 
spectrum obtained with DEPT is shown in Fig. 4A, while Fig. 4B shows the I3C image 
projected along one of the minor axes of the egg ellipsoid and reconstructed from the 
methylene fragment of the I3C spectrum. The methylene signal arises entirely from 
the yolk and therefore the image presented is of the yolk only. Equivalent images, not 
shown here, of other carbon species which show sufficient signal-to-noise in the total 
spectrum can also be constructed. Signal from the proteins in the egg white are absent 
presumably due to the short T2 (of either 'H or I3C) caused by the low mobility of its 
molecular constituents. Also absent are the unprotonated carbons such as carbonyls 
due to cancelation of carbon magnetization by the phase-cycling schemes commonly 
employed in polarization transfer. 
Finally, Fig. 5 shows spectra of excised, intact human prostate specimens. The 
INEPT sequence was used with no spatial localization. Figure 5A is the spectrum of 
a normal gland and Fig. 5B is from a prostate with adenocarcinoma and underlying 
benign prostatic hypertrophy (BPH) . These two spectra showed substantial and in- 
triguing differences in chemical shifts. In this particular instance, the presence of a 
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FIG. 3. Series of spatially resolved carbon spectra from the three-tube phantom consisting of methanol, 
lactic acid, and ethylene glycol collected with the refocused INEPT imaging pulse sequence of Fig. 1A. 
Each box represents a voxel and contains the I3C spectrum ofthe phantom from that particular voxel. The 
approximate positions of the vials in the phantom are shown by the circles. A total of 128 transient acquisi- 
tions for each of the 16 X 16 phase-encoded, time-domain data sets were averaged with a pulse sequence 
repetition time of 500 ms. The field-of-view was 150 X 150 mm and the total imaging time, 4.5 h. These 
data were reconstructed with a three-dimensional Fourier transform and 64 out of the 256 voxels are 
presented in magnitude mode in the figure. 
prominent citrate peak near 45 ppm (with respect to TMS) in the prostate with un- 
derlying BPH as compared to the minute citrate peak of the normal gland seems 
to support the biochemical evidence cited by other investigators (see Discussion for 
references). However, we hasten to point out that our data are preliminary and are 
statistically inadequate to draw any conclusion. We intend to publish a full report 
after this study (which is still ongoing) is completed. 
DISCUSSION 
Technical Issues 
While the INEPT and DEPT sequences both yield comparable signal enhancement 
over the conventional F'T method, we found that the DEPT method is, in many 
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FIG. 4. (A) I3C-NMR spectrum of an intact chicken egg obtained with the DEPT pulse sequence ac- 
quired with 436 transient averages, a duration of 3.85 ms for 7, a 500-ms repetition rate and 90" pulsewidths 
of 125 ps for the proton and carbon rf. The proton decoupling power was 4.9 W. (B) An image formed 
from the -CH2- component of the I3C-NMR spectrum obtained with the DEPT chemical-shift imaging 
sequence of Fig. I B acquired with 120 transient averages and a recycle time of 500 ms for a total imaging 
time of 4.3 h. The image in (B) was constructed by zero filling the 16 X 16 k-space array of the -CH2- 
resonance to an array of 128 X 128 points and applying a two-dimensional Fourier transform to generate 
the two-dimensional spatial image. 
respects, more convenient to use than the INEPT sequence. One of the reasons is that 
the time window between rf pulses required by the pulse sequences (see Figs. 1A and 
B) is less restrictive in the DEPT sequence [ 7 = ( 2JcH)-'] than in the INEPT se- 
quence [ 7 ,  = (4JcH)-']. Second, for rf pulses with nonideal tip angles, it is well 
known ( 14) that the rf sequences such as INEPT can generate an unintended zero 
quantum coherence which manifests itself as a zero-frequency or baseline artifact. 
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FIG. 5. Unlocalized "C spectra of intact human prostate specimens. (A)  Spectrum of a normal prostate 
gland acquired with 4 18 averages (6.9-min total acquisition time). (B) Spectrum of a specimen having 
adenocarcinoma with underlying BPH acquired with 1429 averages (23.8-min total acquisition time). 
Both spectra had a repetition rate of 500 ms and rffield strengths as in Fig. 4. 
While this artifact can be corrected by proper phase adjustment during postprocessing 
(as in the data of our three-tube phantom), it is better to avoid the artifact entirely. 
This can be done at no cost using DEPT. Finally, as mentioned earlier, the sequence 
DEFT also provides a simple and straightforward way to perform spectrum editing 
by variation of the tip angle of the rf pulse 0. 
Biomedical Applicat ions 
The application of I3C spectroscopy in studies of metabolism in tissue cells and 
organisms has been recognized for some time ( 15-19), particularly in studyingglyco- 
gen and fat turnover in cell suspensions and whole organs (18, 20-25). So far most 
of the 13C high-resolution NMR studies of cells and organisms were performed at 
high fields with tissue samples or excised intact organs. Whole organs were scanned 
either with no attempt at localization or with the use of a surface coil; however, the 
degree of localization achievable with a surface coil is questionable. 
The example of the whole-gland spectrum shown in Fig. 5 illustrates the problem 
of applying spectroscopic techniques without localization. There are biochemical 
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studies which show that the concentration of citrate increases in BPH and decreases 
in cancer-containing glands (26-28). Halliday et al. (29)  postulated that prostate 
cancer might be detectable using naturally abundant CMRS to assess the level of 
citrate within a prostatic tissue sample. However, since foci of cancer and BPH often 
coexist in the same gland, the increased citrate signal from BPH-containing tissue 
may well obscure the lack of citrate signal from the nearby cancerous tissue. There 
may be other spectroscopic features that are more subtle and no less important. But 
it is clearly difficult to evaluate them unless the spectrum can be localized to smaller, 
anatomically definable regions. This is an endeavor we want to pursue in the immedi- 
ate future before embarking on further clinical evaluations. 
Clinical Feasibility 
The key question one should address with regard to the clinical feasibility of I3C 
magnetic resonance imaging/spectroscopy (CMRI/S) is “In what ways will these 
techniques become useful?” And, if an answer to this question has been found, “At 
what field strength will they become practical and safe?’ We can only speculate on 
the answers to these questions based upon what little we presently know about the 
results on prostate cancer. The two most important issues with regard to the above 
questions are sensitivity and localization. The polarization transfer method, as men- 
tioned earlier, offers improvements in both. Our experiments were conducted at 2.0 
T, currently the highest-field MRI system in clinical use. While our present experi- 
mental arrangement can be improved in many ways, especially in sensitivity, it still 
may be an optimistic estimate of the in vivo situation which calls for the use of surface 
coil( s) . We will not go into the problems of surface coils in this application. It is a 
complicated subject which has been touched upon by Noms et al. (12)  using adia- 
batic pulses advocated by Ugurbil et al. (30) .  Sillerud et al. (31 ) recently showed a 
proton-coupled, in vivo I3C spectrum of the prostate with reasonably good signal-to- 
noise obtained using conventional I3C spectroscopy and a pelvic surface coil made 
by Medical Advances, Inc. (Milwaukee, WI) in a 1.5-T system. The data acquisition 
time was approximately 15 min (32) .  Based on this result, it may be possible to 
estimate the voxel size u in an CMRI/S experiment with enhanced S/N for a given 
scan time of 2 h. For a polarization transfer experiment v can be estimated as follows. 
If we suppose that the size of a typical prostate gland is 36 cm3 from which the total 
citrate signal is derived, then uq/36  = 1 /( 120/ 15)’12, where 77 is the sensitivity en- 
hancement factor which can be estimated conservatively to be at least 6.  Based upon 
this, u is on the order of 2 cm3. 
Finally, the problem of rf power deposition caused by proton decoupling has been 
examined recently by Heerschap et al. (33) .  Their data at 1.5 T showed that there is 
no evidence of excess SAR (that exceeds 4 W / kg) observed in their experiments by 
applying the Waltz-4 ( 3 4 )  decoupling scheme. 
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